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By Ross Thomson

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The United States registered phenomenal economic growth between the
establishment of the new republic and the end of the Civil War. Ross Thomson s fresh study accounts
for the unprecedented technological innovations that helped propel antebellum growth.Thomson
argues that the transition of the United States from an agrarian economy in 1790 to an industrial
leader in 1865 relied fundamentally on the spread of technological knowledge within and across
industries. Essential to this spread was a dense web of knowledge-diffusing institutions-new
occupations and industries, the patent office, machine shops, mechanics associations, scientific
societies, public colleges, and the civil engineering profession. Together they composed an
integrated innovation system that generated, disseminated, and employed new technical knowledge
across ever-widening ranges of the economy.To trace technological change in fourteen major
industries and the economy as a whole, Thomson analyzes 14,000 patents, the records of two dozen
machinery firms, census data for 1,800 companies, and hundreds of business directories. This
exhaustive research leads to his interesting interpretation of technological diffusion and
development. Thomson s impressive study of the infrastructure that fueled and supported the
young country s economic and...
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This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
published publication.
-- Ma ude Ritchie-- Ma ude Ritchie

This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- V ickie Wolff-- V ickie Wolff
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